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All images Â© Jeremy Snell, courtesy of Setanta Books, shared with permissionBlanketing much of Ghana&#8217;s landscape is Lake Volta, an artificial reservoir with the largest surface area in the world. The enormous
body of water spans from the southern part of the African country through the northern region and is contained by the Akosombo Dam, which generates much of the nation&#8217;s electricity.Despite the stunning
environment and rich surrounding landscape, the lake has a sinister side that photographer Jeremy Snell captures in a new book, titled Boys of Volta. Thousands of children work in its massive fishing industryâ€”and
many of these children are trafficked into labor, a statement about the project says. Through intimate and impactful shots, the Brooklyn-based photographer peers into the lives of young boys who wade into the
tree-speckled water with swathes of fishing nets. Snell writes about the project:The trafficking of children and child labor in this region has a lot to do with the complex economic and social history of the Ghanaians residing
around the lake. Young children are targeted for fishing because of their mobility and small hands for untangling nets. This series hopes to capture some of the solitude and innocence of young children entrapped in this
reality.Individual prints and the book compiling Snell&#8217;s series are currently available from Setanta BooksÂ with ten percent of proceeds going to International Justice Mission, a global organization that strives to end
slavery, police abuse, and violence against women and children. Follow Snell&#8217;s projects that document life around the world on Instagram. (via Creative Boom)&nbsp;JoaquÃn CociÃ±a and CristÃ³bal LeÃ³n
descend into the psychologically disturbing world of a child escaped from religious fanatics in their feature-length film The Wolf House.Â Layered with audio of unsettling voices and the quiet mutterings of a young girl, the
grotesque animation seamlessly blends horror and documentary as it recounts some of the tragedies of the Colonia Dignidad, the post-World War II colony that was established by Germans and Chileans under the
dictatorial rule of General Augusto Pinochet. Founded in 1961, the isolated area was infamous for torture, internment, and murder, and The Wolf House showcases its impact on a child who takes refuge in a strange
house.Fans of filmmaker Daisy Jacobs and artist BLU will recognize some of the methods used in CociÃ±a and LeÃ³n&#8217;s work, including classic stop-motion techniques and painting directly on the walls of the set.
Characters shift constantly, whether between two and three dimensions as they morph from murals into sculptural creatures or as they contort their bodies from life-sized forms to massive heads and from human to
animal.CociÃ±a and LeÃ³n, who are from Chile originally, have been collaborating since 2007 and lead the Santiago-based production company Diluvio. You can stream The Wolf House on ScreeningRoom, and see
more of the duo&#8217;s genre-bending work on their siteÂ and Vimeo.&nbsp;All images Â© Jem Cresswell, shared with permissionFor years, Sydney-based photographer Jem Cresswell (previously) has been diving
into the ocean to document the otherwise unseen lives of humpback whales, a humbling experience he recounts in the latest interview supported by Colossal Members. He discusses what drew him to the mammalian
subject matter and how collaborating with them during a long period has offered insight into their complex natures.There is very little you can control underwaterâ€”you are at the mercy of the elementsâ€”and of the
wildlife. You canâ€™t force a natural interaction with a wild animal, which makes it all the more rewarding when everything comes together.In this conversation, contributor Anna Marks speaks with Cresswell about the
pressures of working underwater, capturing the unique personalities of individual animals, and building relationships between species.&nbsp;Bronx, New York City. All images Â© Lula Goce, shared with permissionFrom
New York City to Azerbaijan to Kristianstad, Sweden, artist Lula Goce transforms blank walls into ethereal artworks that illustrate childlike wonder and growth. Her murals merge photorealistic renderings of adolescent
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subjects with otherworldly surroundings: plumes of flowers and vines wind around the figures, serpentine creatures emerge from the plants, and shrunken landscapes rest in the children&#8217;s hands. Serene and
dreamy, the works often center on children painted in subtle tones who peer into the distance or are deep in sleep.Based in Vigo, Spain, Goce sells prints of her large- and small-scale works in her shop, and you can
follow where she&#8217;s headed next on Instagram.&nbsp;Kristianstad, SwedenBelorado, SpainMurcia, SpainVigo, SpainVÃ¤stervik, SwedenVilanova i la GeltrÃº, SpainPanxon, NigrÃ¡n, SpainAll images Â© Rosa
Andreeva, shared with permissionMoscow-based fiber artist Rosa Andreeva crafts quaint gardens complete with tufts of moss, floating pollen, and cracked teacups made of silk. Teeming with whimsy, the dense
embroideries balance tight stitches with loose ends that form the three-dimensional thistle heads, violet pansies, and various florals. To create the fairytale scenes, Andreeva first sketches the flora and fauna onto her
fabric and then layers the textured details in thread and beads. As works are complete, she sometimes makes them available for purchase on Instagram. (via Lustik)&nbsp;Step into Claudia Buenoâ€™s aquarium-style
installation at Meow Wolfâ€™s new space in Las Vegas and experience the slow, oscillating movements of natural life. Pulse is comprised of countless white line drawings that are meticulously intertwined and
superimposed on 60 glass panels. When illuminated, they mimic scores of nautilus spirals, coral, vines, and botanics that sway and throb in glowing masses.This is what &#8216;Pulse&#8217; is, a way of creating
animated volumes using layers of drawings that build up. I have been refining this technique for the last six years, understanding how these forms can also have a moving quality when the light system is applied, the
Venezuela-born artist says, noting that the idea for the project grew out of a visit to Yellowstone National Park.&nbsp;During the course of eight months, a team of women painstakingly painted the glass panels at
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Bueno&#8217;s Idaho studio. The repetitive/meditative quality of the work lent itself to provide a very special healing space for us as we drew fine lines for hours and openly shared and supported each other, she says. No
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matter the scale of the project, Bueno begins with a single dot that she duplicates, expands into lines, and eventually into intricately developed patterns, which she explains:It seems like it doesnâ€™t matter what size,
materials, and tools I am working with, the same kinds of patterns manage to manifest themselves over and over, building
on each other, -gaining
both complexity and simplicity at the same time&#8230; It has been an
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interesting brain challenge to visualize a stack of 2D drawings that then become 3D and move. Itâ€™s my own version of a non-digital, hand-drawn time-lapse or animation.Although much of the installation&#8217;s work
is complete, Bueno shares that she&#8217;s creating smaller sculptures, jewelry, and other works to coincide with the larger project. Pulse is set to premiere at Meow Wolfâ€™s satirical sendup of consumerism, Omega
Mart, which the Santa Fe-based arts group (previously) will soon open within Area 15 in Las Vegas. Until then, watch the video above by Adolfo Bueno and find more of Bueno&#8217;s light-based works on her site
andÂ Instagram. Video by Adolfo Bueno. &nbsp;All images Â© Ted Chin, shared with permissionIn Ted Chinâ€™s surreal dreamland, it&#8217;s not uncommon to see massive anglerfish swimming through the sky or a
figure scooping up shooting stars. The San Francisco-based artist merges idyllic landscapes and outdoor scenes with fantastical details, choosing to upturn an evergreen in mid-air or position an oversized octopus
underneath a floating house. Simultaneously uncanny and calming, the composites are eye-catching and rooted in imagination. There are things in the world that inspire childlike wonder and awe, and it is my passion to
recreate and share them with the world, the artist says.All of the digital works here, which blend stock images and Chin&#8217;s own shots, fall under the scope of Ted&#8217;s Little Dream, the fictional universe that the
artist created years ago and continues to work within. Storytelling has always been something that inspired me. When I was in grad school, I was not able to travel as much as I wanted to, he says. Iâ€™ve always
dreamed about visiting different places, to see and experience new things, and to tell stories.If you&#8217;re a Photoshop user, you&#8217;ve probably spotted Chin&#8217;s cloudy flamingo work (shown below) as part
of the 2021 Photoshop splash screen. To dive further into his meditative universe, head to Instagram, and pick up a print from his shop.&nbsp;ï»¿Dry Out plunges into the minute details of the evaporation process through
a dramatic series of timelapses. Shot with macro-lenses and microscopes, the grotesque short film by Christian Stangl reveals water droplets, leaves, and succulent fares, like berries and even whole fish, transforming
into their gaseous counterparts during the course of days and weeks. Watch more of Stangl&#8217;s films that dive into the lengthy processes of the natural world on Vimeo, and check out stills of the process on
Flickr.&nbsp;As an antidote to lockdown boredom, Sussex-based Tom Boulton designed a lightweight, portable printing press that brings the inky art form directly into people&#8217;s homes. In contrast to traditional
machines that are heavy and bulky, the F-Press was created using 3-D printing and CNC machines and easily fits on a tabletop, letting users produce A5 artworks, greeting cards, and other type-based pieces even
without access to large equipment.Boulton&#8217;s press already reached its goal on Crowdfunder, although you still have one week to support the project. Head to Boulton&#8217;s Instagram to see some of the prints
he&#8217;s created using the device.&nbsp;&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A post shared by Tom Boulton : Letterpress (@typetomdotcom)All images Â© Caroline Harrius, shared with permissionCaroline
Harrius merges two historically domestic crafts in her florally embroidered vases. The Stockholm-based artist shapes tall vessels and studs them with tiny holes just big enough for thread to pass through. Adorned with a
readymade cross-stitch pattern or Harrius&#8217;s own floral motifs, the finished vases are semi-functional and visualize the intersections of gender and craft history, particularly in relation to decoration and
purpose.Harrius recently graduated with a master&#8217;s degree in ceramics art from Konstfack University of Arts, Crafts and Design, where she began the porcelain pair. This was the first time I felt ashamed of
something I was working on. I wanted to hide my vases so no one could see them when I was not there and could explain the reason behind the work. For some reason, I saw no value in the curvy vases and didnâ€™t
want to be associated with them, she shares.Now working from her studio in the iconic Swedish porcelain factory, Gustavsberg, Harrius plans to create a third vessel with black-and-white stitchingâ€”follow her on
Instagram for progress on this designâ€”to complete the series that questions historical conceptions of women&#8217;s work. Iâ€™m interested to see how I revalue the techniques when (they&#8217;re) taken out of
their original context and are combined into one piece, she writes. (via Brown Paper Bag)&nbsp;
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